
Father’s Mind on the Second Coming

The Second Coming of Jesus is a central tenet of the Christian Religion, but is it  really on it’s way,
sometime in the future. If it’s not, then waiting for Jesus to return to fix the mess the world is in is a futile
belief.

As  all  truth is  held within the Trinity,  that’s  where we’ll  find out  about  the doctrine of the Secoind
Coming – reality is not found anywhere else. 

Here’s what Father told Mike Parsons about it:1

“I am not  coming,  'I  Am'  is  present  within  all  my children.  Do not  be deceived by any  agenda,
doctrine, teaching or theology that puts what is present into the future. I came physically and I came
spiritually and I am present in all – but I am visible mostly in those who know me and know love by
personal experience as the light that is rising and shining to reveal the true nature of who I am. In
reality there is no second coming, or first coming for that matter, as 'I Am' has always been present in
manifold ways, even before the beginning as you know it. 'I Am', therefore I am present and never
coming, and all exists within 'I Am'. All live, move and have their being within 'I Am' and 'I Am' is
omnipresent and therefore present within all things. I am visibly present as the light within my people
who have hidden that light under the coverings of the religious DIY systems. Have I not called my
people to arise and shine to be on display so that I am on display as my body on earth as I am in
Heaven? I am light and love; and love's light is to shine brightly through my transfigured children like
a light on a lampstand and a city on a hill displaying its glory. I am here, now, in my children; not
‘coming again’ in a future event which is a figment of religious imagination… 

What has been misinterpreted as my second coming is in fact my already presence on Earth in my
people, those who know me, so they can be the light to reveal that I am within all who do not yet know
me. Just as I was manifested as light that shone brightly around Saul to transform him into Paul, I am
present to be the light that radiates from my body on Earth as they are in Heaven. My people are my
presence and are not to be looking for my coming and therefore futurise2 what should be a present
reality.” 3

There is much more to learn from what Father has told Mike.
Check out the many other sessions using the weblink in the footnote below.
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